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Supporting Fire Adapted 
Communities and Resilient 

Urban Landscapes



Change in the landscape
Power in the patchwork

Valley of the Willamette River, Henry J Ware, 1848



What about my backyard?
What can residents do to support resilient landscapes in LO?



WUI Zones and Communities at Risk
The WUI is the zone of transition between unoccupied land and human 
development. It is the line, area or zone where structures and other 
human development meet or intermingle with undeveloped wildland or 
vegetative fuels.

The WUI area continues to grow by approximately 2 million acres per year 
in the United States



Fire professionals considered the following factors to 
determine the local CARs including:

● Need for defensible space  
● Access limitations (narrow driveways, lack of address signage, 

one way in/one way out)  
● Steep slopes that can hinder access and accelerate the spread of 

wildfire 
● Lack of water available for wildland firefighting  
● Heavy fuels on adjacent public lands  
● Potential ignition sources from recreationists and transients  
● Agricultural and backyard burning  
● Lack of community outreach/awareness 
● Communication issues



Creating a Defensible Space
Defensible space is the area around the home that reduces fire intensity and gives 
firefighters space to do their job and protect your home. 



Resources for LO Residents
Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) Assessments 



Community-led approach to wildfire prevention 



The Firewise USA Program is 
focused on prevention and 
preparation. 

Provides actions neighbors 
can do in their neighborhood 
at a residential level.



“We make instant 
decisions in our efforts to 
protect homes during a 
wildfire based on what 
looks to be defensible; 
take the Firewise 
Prevention steps today to 
make sure you are ready 
for tomorrow.”
—Chief Don Johnson, LOFD
 



Following Firewise recommendations ≠ cutting 
down all of the trees on your property

Firewise is designed to 
incorporate local fire 
department AND resident 
feedback to tailor 
recommendations to the 
region’s native ecology 
and landscape, as well as 
individual landscaping 
goals. 



Prune overhanging tree branches that are touching the house or roof.



Choose fire-resistant plants



Clear away debris and flammable items from decks and
sides of houses.



Benefits to becoming Firewise Accredited
● Attainable framework for creating defensible spaces 

● A place where homeowners can voice their concerns and ideas

● FEMA Grants

● Builds relationships with Lake Oswego Fire Department, Lake Oswego Parks & Rec, 
OLWC

● Existing educational material and ongoing research
 

● Brings community together over a common goal

● Can act as an example for other neighborhoods in Lake Oswego



Fostering fire-adapted landscapes on 
your property benefits the entire 
urban ecosystem and promotes land 
resiliency.



Other at-risk 
urban 
communities 
are using 
Firewise



Be empowered by 
knowledge of fire’s 
inevitability, because 
empowerment leads to 
action.

Does Lake Oswego have to experience a 
catastrophic wildfire before community 

members and leaders are motivated to action? 



You have support! 



Questions about the 
MPHOA Land 
Resilience project and 
Firewise? 



Small Group Discussion #3

What can my neighbors and I do 
to improve wildfire resilience in 
our neighborhood? 


